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Pad6 approximants in one variable have proved to be very useful in numerical 
analysis, especially in the presence of singularities: in the solution of nonlinear 
equations and ordinary and partial differential equations, in numerical integration, 
etc. The concept of Pad6 approximant has been generalized to operator theory 
starting from power series expansions as is done in the classical theory. We repeat 
the definition of abstract Padi approximant in Section 2. The generalization is such 
that the classical Padi: approximant is a special case of the theory and a lot of of its 
interesting properties remain valid for the abstract approximants. We prove some of 
those properties in Section 4 and formulate a projection-and a product-property in 
Section 5. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
Let X$ {O} be a Banach space and Y 2 {0, I} be a commutative 3anach 
algebra where 0 is the unit for addition and Z is the unit for multiplication (X 
and Y have the same scalar field /i, where n is R or C). For every positive 
integer k we consider the spaces L(Xk, Y) = (L ) L is a k-linear bounded 
operator L: X+ L(Xk-‘, Y)}, where L(p, Y) = Y. So Lx, -.. xk = 
(LxJx* *a- xk with (x1,..., XJ in Xk and Lx, in L(Xk-‘, y), The operator L 
in L(X’, Y) is called symmetric if Lx, . .. xk = Lxi, . . . xik for all (x, ,..., xk) in 
Xk and all permutations (i ,,..., ik) of (l,..., k) [4, pp. lOO--1031. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An abstract polynomial is a nonlinear operator 
P:X+Y such that P(x)=A,x”+-.- + A, E Y with Ai E L(X’, Y) and A, 
symmetric, i = 0, l,..., n. The degree of P(x) is n. 
The notation for the exact degree of P(x) is i?P (the largest integer k with 
Akxk f 0) and the notation for the order of P(X) is 8,P (the smallest integer 
k with A,xk f 0). 
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Abstract polynomials are differentiated (we use Frtchet derivatives) as in 
elementary calculus. We assume that the notion of abstract analyticity is 
known to the reader [4, p. 113). 
Let F: X-t Y. We write D(F) = (x E X ] F(x) is regular in Y, i.e., 3y E Y: 
F(x) . y = I= y . F(x)}. If F is continuous then D(F) is an open set in X. 
2. DEFINITION 
Let F: X+ Y be analytic in 0. Then there exists an open ball B(0, r) with 
centre 0 in X and radius I > 0, 
F(x) = kzO $ Ftk’(0) xk for lI4I ( r* 
where Ftk’(0), the kth derivative of F in 0, is a symmetric k-linear operator 
and (l/o!) F@‘)(O) x0 = F(0). 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that F(x) = 0(x’) if there exist J E R 0’ and an 
open ball B(0, r) with 0 ( r ( 1 such that for all x in B(0, r): IIF(x)ll < 
J- (Ix(f (jE iN). 
Write (l/k!) Fck’(0) = C, E L(Xk, Y). 
DEFINITION 2.2. The couple of abstract polynomials (P(x), Q(x)) = 
(A n.mtn X”‘“+ll + . . . +A”.“x”‘“, B,,.“+“x~‘“+” + ... $ Bn.“xn’“) is 
called a solution of the Pad6 approximation problem of order (n, m) if the 
abstract power series (F . Q -P)(x) = 0(x”‘“+ “+““). (The choice of 
(P(x), Q(x)) is justified in [ 1 I.) 
The condition in Definition 2.2 is equivalent o (la) and (lb): 
Co . B,.,x 
1 i 
n’” =An.$““, VXEX, 
C,x- B,.“x”‘” + Co. B,.“+,x”‘“+’ =An.“+,xn~“+‘, 
vxEX’ (la) 
C,x” . Bn.“x”‘” + ..a f C, . B,,.“+,,x*‘“+* = An.“+n~“‘“+n, VXEX, 
withBj=OEL(XJ’,Y)ifj>n.m+m, 
c,, lxntl 
1; 
- B,,.“x”‘” + a.. t Cn+,-“xntl-“. B,.“+“=O, VXEX, 
(lb) 
c xntm n+m . B,.“x”‘” + -.. + C,xn . Bn.“+“~n’“+” = 0, VXEX, 
with C, = 0 E L(Xk, Y) if k < o. 
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNICITY OF A SOLUTION 
For every n and m a solution of (lb) and (la) exists. It can often be 
computed by a method given in [l] and repeated partly in Section 4. After 
calculating the solution of (la) and (lb) we are going to look for an 
irreducible rational approximant. 
We define l/Q: D(Q) + Y: x -+ [Q(x)] -’ (inverse element of Q(x) for the 
multiplication in Y). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let P and Q be two abstract polynomials. We call 
l/Q . P reducible if there exist abstract polynomials T, R, S such that 
P=T.RandQ=T.SandaT>,l. 
From now on we suppose that the considered Banach space X and the 
commutative Banach algebra Y are such that an irreducible form l/Q . P 
with D(P)#Q or D(Q)+4 exists and is unique, and that Y contains no 
nilpotent elements. This is the case, for instance, when X = IRp and Y = IR*. 
For more general spaces conditions to get a unique irreducible rational 
approximant are described in [2]. 
In a commutative Banach algebra Y without nilpotent elements we can 
prove that for abstract polynomials R and T with D(T) # 0, 
aR <a(R . T) -a,T. (2) 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (P, Q) be a couple of abstract polynomials 
satisfying Definition 2.2 and suppose D(Q) # $ or D(P) # 4. Possibly 
l/Q . P is reducible. Let l/Q, . P, be the irreducible form of l/Q . P such 
that 0 E D(Qx) and Q,(O) = I, if it exists. We then call l/Q* . P, the 
abstract Pade’ approximant (APA) of order (n, m) for F. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If for all the solutions (P, Q) of (la) and (lb) with 
D(P) # 4 or o(Q) # 4 the irreducible form l/Q, . P* is such that 
0 6?? o(Q,), then we call l/Q, . P, the abstract rational approximant (ARA) 
of order (n, m) for F. 
Unicity of the APA and ARA is based on the equivalence-property of
solutions of (la) and (lb): if the couples (P, Q) and (R, S) of abstract 
polynomials both satisfy Definition 2.2, then for all x in X: P(x) . S(x) = 
R(x) . Q(x)+ 
We give the following example. Consider F: iR2 + m: (G) ---f 
1 + x/(0.1 - .r) + sin(xy). 
the (1,2)-ARA in 
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In both cases the solution (P, Q) supplied a reducible rational approximant 
l/Q . P; but in the second case Q,(O) is still not regular in Y. If for all the 
solutions (P, Q) of (la) and (lb), 0 6Z o(Q,) or o(Q) = Q1= D(P), we shall 
call the abstract Pade approximant undefined. 
From now on, when mentioning abstract Pade approximants, we consider 
only the abstract Pade approximants that are not undefined. When 
X= R = Y (A = I?), then the definition of APA is precisely the classical 
definition of PadC approximant and none of the abstract Pade approximants 
are undefined. Let (P, Q) be a solution of (la) and (lb). Because of 
Definition 3.2 it is possible that (P*, Q,) itself does not satisfy 
Definition 2.2. However, the following result holds, which is a more accurate 
formulation than the result mentioned in [ 11. We denote by T the abstract 
polynomial that is cancelled in numerator and denominator of l/Q . P to get 
l/Q* - P,’ 
THEOREM 3.1. Let l/Q, . P, be the (n, m)-APA for F. Then 
n’ =aP, <n and m’ =aQ* <m and there exists an integer s, 
0 < s < max(n, m), such that for T(x) = JJk Tkxk, 8T = n . m + s, 
a, T > n . m, D(T) # 4 and (P* . T, Q* . T) satisfies DeJinition 2.2. If 
a,T=n.m+r and Wn.m+,) f $7 (3) 
then (f’* . Lm+r9 Q* . Lm+r ) also satisfies Definition 2.2 and o < r < 
min(n - n’, m - m’). 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE ABSTRACT PADS TABLE 
We repeat the notion of abstract PadC table. Let R,,, denote the (n, m)- 
APA for F if it is not undefined. The elements R,,, can be arranged in a 
table 
R 0.0 Ro., Ro,, ... 
R I.0 RI.1 RI.2 +.. 
R 2.0 R,., R2.2 ... 
R 3.0 : 
R 4.0 
Gaps can occur in this Pade table because of undefined elements. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. The (n, m)-APA l/Q, . P* for F is called regular if 
(Fe Q* -P*)(x) = O(X~+~+‘). 
DEFINITION 4.2. The (n, m)-APA l/Q, . P, for F is called normal if it 
occurs only once in the abstract Pade table. 
An important property of the table is Theorem 4.1; the proof is given in 
Ill. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let l/Q, . P, = R,., be the abstract PadP approximant 
of order (n, m) for F. Let (3) be satisfied. Then 
(a) a,(F. Q*-P*)=n’+m’+t+ 1, with t>o; 
(b) n<n’+tandm<m’+t; 
(c) for all k and I such that n’<k<n’+t and m’<I<m’+t, 
R,,, = Rn,rn; 
(4 Rlwn is normal if and only if n’ = n and m’ = m and 
a,,(F.Q,-P*)=n+m+l. 
Clearly the elements in the first column of the abstract Pade table are 
regular because the (n, o)-APA is the nth partial sum of the Taylor series 
development of F and (F . Q - P)(x) = F(x) . Z - C?=O Cixi = 0(x*“). 
If C, is regular in Y then also the first row of the abstract Pade table 
consists of regular abstract Pade approximants. (Do not confuse regularity in 
Y with the notion of regularity of an APA.) 
If we have the abstract Pade table and want to recover the operator F 
which has been approximated, we merely have to look at the first column of 
the table to reconstruct he Taylor series expansion of the operator F. These 
results agree with the classical theory of Pade approximations (in the 
classical theory, regularity of C, is equivalent to its being a nonzero real 
number). 
DEFINITION 4.3. For an operator F:X+Y we can define 
A m,n E L(X”‘(m+ ‘I, Y) as 
A ‘ZZZ 
<T q! 
m.n . - -*- 
io=O i,%O ( 
&it,. . .i, & c,-j+ij t 
j=O ) 
A -I,” := 1, 
where ciO.. ,., = +l when i, . . . i, is an even permutation of o . . . m, 
&io.. .i = -1 when i, .a. i, is an odd permutation of o ..a m, and .siO. . i, = 0 
elsewhere, and the tensor product 0 is as in [3, p. 3 181. We could introduce 
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the notion of abstract determinant in Y, analogous to the notion of deter- 
minant in the field A. Then 
c y+* ntm ,.. C,X” 
We remark that for the procedure of calculating the solution (P, Q) = 
(Cf::.‘,” Aixi, Cf:y.y Bjx’) of (la) and (lb), described in [ 11, which we 
are going to call the abstract determinant procedure (AD procedure), we 
have 
and 
B n.m+m x”‘~+~ = (-l)“d,,-, ,,+,x”‘~+~, 
An.m+n~“~m+n = Am,nxn’m+n, 
B . Xn.m = A,- ,,n~“‘m, 
(F. Qyp)(x)= (-l)mAm,n+l~(n+l).(mtl) + . . . , 
Z 
cn+,xn+’ 
Q(x) = Cn+2~"+2 
C Pl+* 
xn+m 
F,(x) 
P(x) = 
Cn+,X”+k 
c ntm X”tm 
F,+*(x) 
(F . Q-p)(x) = cn+l:x”+’ 
1 G+mx”+m 
. . . Z 
C,x” **a Cn-*+,P-*+I 
. . . C,x” 
F,-,(x) ..a F,-*(x) 
. . . C n+t--m 
XtZ+l-* 
9 
. . . Cd” ( 
F,+*-,(x) .** R(x) 
. . . C tl+1-* X”+l-* 
3 
. . . C,x” 
where F,Jx) = C:=O Ci xi and Fk(x) = F(x) - F,Jx). 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf the (n, m)-APA R,,, = l/Q* . P* for F exists and can 
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be obtained via the AD procedure and if T(x) = A,- ,.n~n’m then the (n, m)- 
APA for F is normal if and only if 
A,,,-,,,,x”‘~ sk 0, 
A m-,,n+ 1X(“+‘)‘m 3.b 0, 
A 
m.n 
X”‘(“t+ 1) f 0, 
A m,nt I 
X(“+l)‘(m+l) f0. 
Proof. Let (P, Q) denote the solution of (la) and (lb) obtained via the 
AD procedure. Since P = P* . T and Q = Q* . T with D(T) # 4, already 
A x”“” m--l,n f 0. Suppose A,,n~n’m’n e 0. Then aP,<aP-n.mCn 
because of (2). Suppose A,,-,~n+,x”‘m+m z 0. Then aQ* < aQ - n . m < m 
because of (2). These conclusions contradict the normality of R,,,. Because 
W’m-,,.)#h a,(F.Q-P>=a,l(F.Q,-P,).A,-,,,I =4#.Q,-P*) + 
n.m and so A,~,+,x(“““(~~“~O. 
(P, Q) still denotes the solution of (la) and (lb) obtained via the AD- 
procedure. Since BP = n . m + n and P = P, . A,,-,,n, aP, = n. Since 
aQ=n. m +m and Q=Q, .A,,, -,,“, aQ* =m. Because D(A, -,,” )#0, 
a,(F . Q* - Ph) = a,(F . Q -P) - n . m = n + m + 1. So R,,, is normal. 
THEOREM 4.3. The (n, m)-APA for F is regular if (3) is satisfied with 
r = 0. 
Proof. If R,,, = l/Q, . P* and (P, Q) = (P* . T, Q* . T) satisfies (1 a) 
and (lb), then a,,(F.Q-P)>n.m+n+m+l. Because D(T,,.,)##, 
a,(F.Q-P)=a,(F.Q*-P*)+n.m and so a,#. Q, -P*) > 
n+m+l. 
Let us now illustrate these results by an example. 
Take F: IR2 -+ iR: 
X ( 1 +I+ Y
= 1 + 10x+ lOlxy+ F lokxyk-’ + 7 (-l)k 
(Xy)*k+ ’
k:3 k=l (2k + l)! . 
The (1, l)-APA in 
0 
0 
is 
1 + 10x - lO.ly 
0 1 - lO.ly 
i 
and aP, = 1 
aQ* = 1 
=O(XY~)=~((;)~) exactly; 
in other words R,,, is normal. 
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The (3, 1).APA in 
1 + IOX- 1oy + xy - 10xy2 
1 - 1oy 
so R3,’ is regular and we have the following square of equal elements: R,,, = 
R3.2 = R4., = R4,2. 
5. PROJECTION- AND PRODUCT-PROPERTY 
OF ABSTRACT PADB APPROXIMANTS 
Consider Banach spaces Xi, i = l,..., p. The space X = np= I Xi, normed 
by one of the following Minkowski norms, 
IIxllq= (k llxillL)“’ 
i=l 
or 
llxlll = ,f IIxill(ib 
i=l 
or 
l141m = max(llxl IlcljT..-r IIJ&J~ 
where IIxillti, is the norm of xi in Xi and x = (x1 ,..., x,,), is also a Banach 
space. 
Let Y still be a commutative Banach algebra. We introduce the notations 
jz = (x, 3**-2 xj- I> O, x,j+ 1 ?***Y xp), 
X,j, = (Xl )...) Xj- 1) Xj+ I (...) Xp). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X=ns=,Xi and R .,,,,(x) = <l/Q* . P*)(x) be the 
(n, m)-APA for F: X-t Y andj E {l,..., p}. Let (3) be satisfied. If 
s(xrj!) := S*(G), 
R(xrj,) := P*(‘f), 
G(x,~,) := F(‘x”), 
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then the irreducible form (l/S* . R,)(x,],) of (l/S . R)(x,,), such that 
S+.(O) = I, is the (n, m)-APA for G(X,j,). 
Proof. First we remark that for L E L(Xk, Y), if M(x,,~,)~ = 
M(x, ,..., xj-, , xj+, ,..., x,)” := L(jZ)“, then A4 E L((fly- ,.i+iXi)k, Y). Let 
n’ = 3P, and m’ = aQ*. 
Since R ,,,(x) is the (n, m)-APA for F, there is f > o, 
(Fe Q, -P*)(x) = O(X”‘+~‘+~+‘), 
n’ < n < n’ + t, 
m’<m<m’+t, 
according to Theorem 4.1. Using one of the three norms given above 
(1 < q < CO): (I’Zllq = 11(x1 T***Y Xj-1103 Xj+ f?***) Xp)Ilq in fly= i Xi equals 
II x,j’llq = llCx l,...,xj-l,xj+l,...,Xp)llq in ny=l,i+jxi* 
Thus (F . Q* - P*)(jx’) = (G . S - R)(x,,) = O((X,~,)“‘~~‘~‘+‘). Take 
s=n.m+max(o,n+m-(n’+m’+t)) and D,EJ!((~P=~,~~~X~)~,Y) 
with D(D,)nD(R)#$ or D(D,) n D(S) # 4 (it is easy to prove that D, 
exists). Now 
[(G . S-R) . D,](x,~,) = O((x,j,)n’m+mar(n’+“‘+‘+‘~“+m+ “) 
= O((XCj,) n.m+ntm+ I 1 since n + m + I 
<max(n’+m’+t+ l,n+m+ l), 
i?(S . D,) < n . m + max(o, n + m - (n’ + m’ + t)) + m’ 
= n . m + max(m’, m + (n - n’ - t)) 
<n.m+m sincen<n’+tandm’<m, 
a(R . 0,) < n . m + max(o, n + m - (n’ + m’ + t)) + n’ 
= n . m + max(n’, n + (m - m’ - t)) 
<n.m+n since n’ < n and m < m’ + t. 
The irreducible form of l/(S . D,) . (R . 0,) is the irreducible form of 
l/S . R and S(0) = Q,(O) = 1. 
We searched for a product-property of the following kind. Let X,, X, be 
Banach spaces and Y a commutative Banach algebra. If (l/Q, . P,)(xl) is 
the (n, m)-APA for the operator F, : X, + Y in x0,, and ( l/Q2 . P2)(x2) is the 
(n, m)-APA for the operator F, : X, -+ Y in x,,*, is then 
1 
<l/Q . P>(x, 3 xd := Q,<x,> . Q,(x,) . V’,(x,) . PAxd) 
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the (n, m)-APA for F: X, x X, -+ Y: (x1, x2) -+ F,(x,) . F,(q) in (x,, , x0?)? 
In fact it is not at all natural to have a property like this; the following coun- 
terexample proves it. 
Let F1:iR-tR:x+ex, F,:lF+R:y-+e’, then F:iR’-+lR:(x,y)+ 
ex . ey = ex+Y. Take n = 1 and m = 2 and x0, = 0 = x,,*. The (1,2)-APA for 
F, is 
1 ( 1 e,‘P’ (x)= 1 + fx l-:x+:x2’ 
for F, is 
( i $-P2 (y>= 
l+fy 
2 I-;y++y2’ 
for F is 
1 +f(x+ y> 1 
1 - 5(x + y) + d(x + y)’ # Q,(x) - Q~(Y) . P,(x) * P2(Y)>* 
Let X be a Banach space and Y, commutative Banach algebras. We 
consider nonlinear operators Fi: X-+ Yi, i = l,..., q < co and F: X -+ 
nj’=, Yi : x + (F,(x), i = l,..., q) where ng=, Yi is a commutative Banach 
algebra with component-wise multiplication and normed by one of the 
Minkowski norms [I( y, ,..., y4)&, 1 < p < co. (We can obtain, by renorming, 
that [/(I r ,..., Z,)ll, = 1, where Ii is the unit for the multiplication in Yi.) 
THEOREM 5.2. Let fll= 1 D(Pi) # $ or np= 1 D(Qi) # 0 for the solutions 
(Pi, Qi) of (la) and (1b)jbr Fi. Then l/Q*i * P*i is the (n, m)-APA for Fi, 
i= 1 ,..., q if and only if l/Q, . P, = (l/Q*, . Pei, i = I,..., q) is the (n, m)- 
APA for F. 
Proof. First we remark that if Li E L(X’, Yi) for i = I,..., q, then Ld := 
(Lid, i = l,..., q) E L(@, ns=r Yi). For each i= l,..., q there is a 
polynomial Ti with D(T) + 0 such that (F . Qi -Pi)(x) = 
[(Fe Q*i-P*i> * TiI(X)=O(X n.mtn+m+l). So there exists KiE IRz and an 
open ball B(0, ri) with 0 < ri < 1: ll(F. Qi - Pi)(x)/1 < Ki . IIx~~“‘~+~+~+’ for 
i = l,..., q. We use the Minkowski norm )I lip in ns=, Yi for some p with 
1 < p < to. Then for p = 1: let K = x9= 1 Ki ; for p = 03 : let K = maxi Ki ; 
for 1 < p < 03: let K = (xi KY)““; and we find [[((F * Qi -Pi)(X), 
i = l,..., q)ll < K. IIx~/“‘~+“+~~’ for IIxI/ < miniri. Thus 
((Pi, Q,), i = l,..., q) = ((Pei . T,., Qei . T,), i = l,..., q) satisfies (la) and (1 b) 
for F. 
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NOW the irreducible form of (l/(Q*i * Ti) r P*i * Ti, i= l,..., q) is 
(l/Q*, . P,i, i = l,..., q) since (Q*i. ri, i = l,..., q) = (Q*i, i = l,..., q) . (Ti, 
i= 1 ,..., q) and (P*, . Ti , i = l,..., q) = (P* i, i = l,..., q). ( Ti , i = l,..., q). 
Also Q,(O) := (Q*,(O), i = l,..., q) = (Z, ,..., Z,) unit for the multiplication in 
ns=l yi. 
Since l/Q, . P, is the (n, m)-APA for F, there exists a polynomial T with 
D(T) # Q, such that [(F . Q* -P*) a T](x) = O(.X~‘~~“~~~~). We write (T); 
for the ith component-operator of T. The proof is based on the fact that 
Il[(Fi * Q*i-P*i). (T)i](X)II < lI[(F. Q* -P*) * T](x>II for i= l,-.,q and for 
whatever Minkowski norm used in ns=, Yi* So (P*i . (T)il Q*i . (T)i) 
satisfies (la) and (lb) for Fi and the irreducible form of 
I/(Q,j(T)i) . P,,(T), is l/Q,i . P,i. Also Q,,(O) = Ii in Yi. 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are illustrated by the following numerical examples. 
Take G: I?* + R: (c)-i(l +elty). The (1, l)-APA for G in (i) is 
l/(1 -f(x+y)). Forj= 1,x=0, 
for j = 2, y = 0, 
G,:R-+R:y-j(l+e’); 
And indeed the (1, I)-APA for G, in 0 equals l/(1 - iy) and for G, in 0 
equals l/(1 - ix). 
We already considered F: R* + R: (c) + 1 + x/(0.1 - y) + sin(xy) with 
the following (1, I)-APA in (E): (1 + 10x- lO.ly)/(l - 10.1~). Now the 
(1, I)-APA in (E) for (z): R2 + R*: 
X 
4 
1+ x ___ + sin(xy) 
0.1-y 
+ is 
’ Y f(l + e”+‘) 
as claimed in Theorem 5.2. 
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